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Editorial Note

In 2010, the Institute commenced a journey of publication of law report dubbed NIALS APPELLATE COURT LAW REPORT which is on going till now. The Institute has now thought it wise to provide a platform which will allow academics and the general legal community to ventilate their views, comments and opinions on the judgment passed by the highest court of the land-the Supreme Court of Nigeria.
The views expressed by authors in the journal are not intended to serve as appeal over the judgments of the Supreme Court. It is expected that the comments and views expressed by respected academic and practitioners are objective and will be considered as such. Those views are also those of the authors and do not represent the views of the Institute.

The NIALS Journal of Supreme Court Review (NJSCR) will be bi-annual and it is hoped that it will meet its objective of being of useful relevance to the Judges at all levels and the legal community in general in appreciating new perfections on legal principles which may appear settled by the Supreme Court.

This edition has a total of seven reviewed cases bothering on Criminal Law, Land Law, Insurance, Corporate Governance, Arbitration and Tenancy.

Professor Epiphany Azinge, SAN
Director-General
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